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2 SVANTE JANSON IMCPnot necessarily equal); similarly, X � Y means that the inclusion is continuous (butnot necessarily isometric). C will be used to denote unspeci�ed constants (possiblydepending on some parameters that are kept �xed); the meaning may change fromone occurrence to the next.Suppose that (X0; X1) is a Banach couple. We de�ne FS = FS(X0; X1) as thespace of all functions F from the closed strip S = f0 � Re z � 1g into X0 + X1that are bounded and continuous on S and analytic on the interior S, and suchthat t 7! F (j + it) is a bounded and continuous map of the real line into Xj forj = 0; 1. We let kFkFS = supj=0;1 sup�1<t<1 kF (j + it)kXj :The complex interpolation space [X0; X1]� is de�ned for 0 < � < 1 by[X0; X1]� = fF (�) : F 2 FSg;equipped with the natural quotient norm kxk = inffkFkFS : F (�) = xg, cf.Calder�on [2] and Bergh and L�ofstr�om [1].Remark. It is customary to impose also the condition that F (j + it) ! 0 in Xjas t!1, which is convenient for some purposes but not for ours; it is easily seenthat this yields the same interpolation space. (On the other hand, the continuitycondition on the boundary is essential, see [4].)For the half-plane version, we let FH = FH(X0; X1) be the space of boundedcontinuous functions on the closed half-plane H = fz : Re z � 0g that are analyticon the open half-plane H = fz : Re z > 0g and such that the restriction to Sbelongs to FS . We regard FH as a subspace of FS ; it is easily seen that FH is aclosed subspace of FS , and thus a Banach space. We de�ne, again for 0 < � < 1,C+� (X0; X1) = fF (�) : F 2 FH(X0; X1)g;this is a Banach space with the natural quotient norm. It should be clear that C+�is an interpolation method.Moreover, it follows easily, e.g. by applying linear functionals in (X0+X1)�, thatif F 2 FH(X0; X1) and z 2 H , then F (z) is given by the integral R1�1 F (it)Pz(t)dt,where Pz(t) denotes the appropriate Poisson kernel. Since t! F (it) by assumptionis a bounded continuous map into X0, this integral converges in X0, and z 7! F (z)is a bounded continuous map of H into X0. HenceFH(X0; X1) = FH(X0; X0 \X1)and thus C+� (X0; X1) = C+� (X0; X0 \X1): (1.1)It is obvious that C+� (X0; X1) � [X0; X1]� (1.2)



Vol. 00, 0000 COMPLEX INTERPOLATION USING A HALF-PLANE OR DISC 3and (1.1) thus implies C+� (X0; X1) � [X0; X0 \X1]�: (1.3)The �rst question given in the introduction is whether equality holds in (1.2).We see from (1.1) that it is natural to consider the case X1 � X0 only; this isequivalent to asking whether equality always holds in (1.3). A counter example isgiven in the next section, but �rst we introduce the annulus and disc versions ofthe de�nitions above.Let R0 and R1 be two �xed real numbers with 0 < R1 < R0, and de�ne R� =R1��0 R�1, 0 < � < 1. We consider the annulus A = fz : R1 < jzj < R0g and the discD = fz : jzj < R0g.We de�ne FA = FA(X0; X1) as the space of all bounded, continuous functionsF from A into X0 + X1 that are analytic on A, and such that t 7! F (Rjeit) is acontinuous map of the real line into Xj for j = 0; 1; we letkFkFA = supj=0;1 supjzj=Rj kF (z)kXj :We also de�ne FD = FD(X0; X1) as the space of all bounded continuous func-tions from D into X0 + X1 that are analytic on D and such that the restrictionto A belongs to FA(X0; X1). We regard FD as a subspace of FA, and we use thesubspace norm; FD is a closed subspace and thus a Banach space. It is easily seen,as for FH above, that FD(X0; X1) = FD(X0; X0 \X1).Cwikel [3] showed that the complex method may be de�ned using analytic func-tions in an annulus; more precisely,[X0; X1]� = fF (R�) : F 2 FA(X0; X1)g:Cwikel's method also shows the corresponding result for the half-plane and disc.Proposition 1. For every Banach couple (X0; X1),C+� (X0; X1) = fF (R�) : F 2 FD(X0; X1)g:Proof. Let  = ln(R0=R1) > 0. First, if F 2 FD, then G(z) = F (R0e�z) 2 FH ,and thus F (R�) = G(�) 2 C+� (X0; X1).Conversely, if F 2 FH , let F1(z) = � e�(z��)�1(z��) �2F (z). Then F1 2 FH , withF1(�) = F (�), and kF1(z)kX0+X1 � C=(1 + jzj2). Hence the sumF2(z) = 1Xk=�1F1(z + 2�ik=)converges for all z 2 H; moreover, F2 2 FH and F2(�) = F1(�) = F (�), becauseF1(� + 2�ik=) = 0 when k 6= 0, and kF2(z)kX0+X1 � C=(1 + Re z). Since F2 is



4 SVANTE JANSON IMCPperiodic with period 2�i=, we may de�neG(z) = F2� ln(R0=z) �; 0 < jzj � R0;regardless of the branch of the logarithm. Then G is an analytic (X0 +X1)-valuedfunction in the punctured disc D n f0g, and since kG(z)kX0+X1 ! 0 as z ! 0, theorigin is a removable singularity and if we de�ne G(0) = 0, G becomes analytic inD. It is easily seen that G 2 FD and G(R�) = F2(�) = F (�), which completes theproof. �Consequently, the two questions in the introduction are equivalent.2. A counter exampleLet R0, R1 and � be given with 0 < R1 < R0 and 0 < � < 1, and let �0 = lnR0,� = lnR1. Thus R� = R1��0 R�1 = e(1��)�0+��1 . We may without loss of generalityassume R� = 1, and thus �0 > 0, �1 < 0 and(1� �)�0 + ��1 = 0: (2.1)Let FL denote the space of Fourier coe�cients of functions in L1(T):FL = f( bf(n))1n=�1 : f 2 L1(T)g;this is a Banach space with the norm k( bf(n))1�1kFL = kfkL1 .De�ne also corresponding weighted spaces byFL� = f(xn)1�1 : (e�n�xn)1�1 2 FLg;where � is a real number, with k(xn)1�1kFL� = k(e�n�xn)1�1kFL. Note that if(xn)1�1 2 FL�, then jxnj � en�k(xk)1�1kFL� : (2.2)It is known that [FL�0 ; FL�1 ]� = FL(1��)�0+��1 = FL, see e.g. [7].Let X0 = FL�0 + FL�1 , and X1 = FL�1 ; we claim that, cf. (1.2),C+� (X0; X1) ( [X0; X1]�: (2.3)In order to see this, we �rst observe that[X0; X1]� � [FL�0 ; FL�1 ]� = FL:On the other hand, we claim that if (xn)1�1 2 C+� (X0; X1) and q > 1=�, then1X1 jxnjq=n <1: (2.4)Consequently, in order to verify (2.3) it su�ces to show that there is a sequence(xn)1�1 2 FL such that (2.4) fails. This can be done by explicit examples, such as1=ln ln(3 + jnj), cf. Zygmund [14], Theorem V.1.5, or by observing that otherwise



Vol. 00, 0000 COMPLEX INTERPOLATION USING A HALF-PLANE OR DISC 5the closed graph theorem would implyP11 j bf(n)jq=n � C for some C <1 and allf 2 L1(T) with kfkL1 � 1, but that is false as the sequence of Fej�er kernels shows.We turn to the proof of (2.4). We use the characterization with FD in Proposition1. Suppose that F 2 FD(FL�0 + FL�1 ; FL�1) with kFk � 1. We write F (z) =(fn(z))1�1, thus each fn is analytic in D and continuous on D; we further expandeach fn as a Taylor series fn(z) = 1Xk=0 ankzk;and set ank = 0 for k < 0.If jzj = R0, then F (z) 2 FL�0 + FL�1 , with norm � 1 and thus, cf. (2.2),jfn(z)j � max(en�0 ; en�1) = � en�0 ; n � 0;en�1 ; n < 0:Consequently, for any k,jankRk0 j � supjzj=R0 jfn(z)j � en�0 ; n � 0or, recalling that R0 = e�0 ,jan;n+mj � R�n�m0 en�0 = e�m�0 ; n � 0; �1 < m <1: (2.5)We now turn to z with jzj = R1. By assumption, F (R1eit) = (fn(R1eit))1�1belongs to the unit ball of FL�1 for every real t. Hence there exist gt 2 L1(T),with kgtkL1 � 1, such thatbgt(n) = e��1nfn(R1eit) = 1Xk=0 e��1nankRk1eikt = 1Xk=0 anke��1(n�k)eikt: (2.6)Moreover, the mapping t 7! gt is a continuous map R! L1(T).Let �s be the translation operator on L1(T) given by �sg(t) = g(t� s) and thus(�sg)^(n) = e�insbg(n) (2.7)Since, for any t and ",k�t+"gt+" � �tgtkL1 � k�t+"(gt+" � gt)kL1 + k�t+"gt � �tgtkL1= kgt+" � gtkL1 + k�"gt � gtkL1 ;it follows that t 7! �tgt is a continuous map into L1(T). Thus we may de�ne, form 2 Z, the Bochner integralhm = 12� Z 2�0 e�imt�tgt dt 2 L1(T);



6 SVANTE JANSON IMCPwith khmkL1 � 1. Then, by (2.7) and (2.6),bhm(n) = 12� Z 2�0 e�imte�intbgt(n) dt = 12� Z 2�0 1Xk=0 anke��1(n�k)ei(k�m�n)t dt= an;n+me�1m; n;m 2 Z:In particular, bhm(n) = 0 if n+m < 0. We also see thatjan;n+mj = e��1mjbhm(n)j � e��1mkhmkL1 � e��1m: (2.8)Let vm be the sequence (an;n+m)1n=1, and let `q(1=n) be the sequence spacef(xn)11 :P11 jxnjq=n <1g.Consider �rst the case m � 0. Then bhm(n) = 0 when n < 0, so hm belongsto the analytic Hardy space H1 � L1. By Hardy's inequality, see Zygmund [14],Theorem VII.8.7,1X1 1n jan;n+mj = e��1m 1X1 1n jbhm(n)j � Ce��1mkhmkL1 � Ce��1mand thus, using (2.8),1X1 1n jan;n+mjq � e�(q�1)�1m 1X1 1n jan;n+mj � Ce�q�1m;or in the notation just introduced,kvmk`q(1=n) � Ce��1m; m � 0: (2.9)Consider next the case m > 0. Then bhm(n) = 0 when n < �m, and the shiftedsequence (ak�m;k)1k=�1 is the Fourier transform of the function e��1meimthm(t)in H1. Hence Hardy's inequality yields1X1 1n jan;n+mj � (m+ 1) 1X1 1n+m jan;n+mj � (m+ 1) 1X1 1k jak�m;kj� (m+ 1)Cke��1meimthm(t)kL1 � C(m+ 1)e��1m:We combine this with (2.5) and obtain1X1 1n jan;n+mjq � e�(q�1)�0m 1X1 1n jan;n+mj � C(m+ 1)e�(q�1)�0m��1m: (2.10)From (1 � �)�0 + ��1 = 0 we obtain q�0 = q�(�0 � �1) and (q � 1)�0 + �1 =(q� � 1)(�0 � �1). Hence (2.10) yieldskvmk`q(1=n) � Cm1=qe�(��1=q)(�0��1); m > 0: (2.11)



Vol. 00, 0000 COMPLEX INTERPOLATION USING A HALF-PLANE OR DISC 7Since �1 < 0 and (� � 1=q)(�0 � �1) > 0, (2.9) and (2.11) together imply1Xm=�1 kvmk`q(1=n) <1;and thus P1�1 vm 2 `q(1=n). But1X�1 vm = � 1Xm=�1an;n+m�1n=1 = � 1Xk=0 an;k�1n=1 = (fn(1))1n=1:This proves (2.4) for the sequence (xn)1�1 = (fn(1))1�1 = F (1) = F (R�), and theproof is complete.3. BackgroundThe example in Section 2 solves our problem, but how was it found? The couple(FL�0+FL�1 ; FL�1) may look rather unnatural at the �rst sight, but the followingargument shows that this is in fact the canonical (counter) example.If eA, eX and A are Banach spaces such that A � eA, and J � B( eA; eX) is aBanach space of bounded linear operators eA ! eX, then the orbit of A under Jis the subspace of eX given by fP11 Tiai : P1i kTikJkaikA < 1g (with the sumPTiai converging in eX). This is a Banach space with kxk = infPi kTikJkaikAover all such representations of x.A particularly important example is when (A0; A1) and (X0; X1) are two Banachcouples, eA = A0 + A1, eX = X0 + X1 and J = fT 2 B( eA; eX) j T : (A0; A1) !(X0; X1)g is the space of all linear operators from A0 + A1 to X0 +X1 that mapA0 into X0 and A1 into X1. We then denote the orbit of a space A � A0 + A1by G(A0; A1; A;X0; X1). For �xed A0, A1 and A 6= f0g, this is an interpolationmethod, and it is easily seen that this is the minimal interpolation method thatsatis�es F (A0; A1) � A.Now consider the action of this interpolation method on the couple (X0; X0\X1).SinceT : (A0; A1)! (X0; X0 \X1) () T :A0 ! X0; T :A1 ! X0; T :A1 ! X1;() T : (A0 +A1; A1)! (X0; X1);we obtain the following identity.Proposition 2. Let (A0; A1) and (X0; X1) be Banach couples, and A � A0 +A1.Then G(A0; A1; A;X0; X0 \X1) = G(A0 +A1; A1; A;X0; X1):Proposition 3. Let (A0; A1) be a Banach couple and A � A0 + A1. If F is aninterpolation method, then the following are equivalent.(i) F (X0; X1) � G(A0; A1; A;X0; X1) for all Banach couples (X0; X1) suchthat X0 � X1.



8 SVANTE JANSON IMCP(ii) F (X0; X0\X1) � G(A0; A1; A;X0; X0\X1) for all Banach couples (X0; X1).(iii) F (A0 +A1; A1) � A.Proof. The equivalence of (i) and (ii) is clear.By the comments before Proposition 2, (iii) holds if and only ifG(A0 +A1; A1; A;X0; X1) � F (X0; X1)for every couple (X0; X1), which by Proposition 2 easily is seen to be equivalent to(ii). �The complex method of interpolation [X0; X1]� can be characterized as the orbitG(FL�0 ; FL�1 ; FL(1��)�0+��1 ;X0; X1) for any real �0 and �1 with �0 6= �1, see[7]. We thus have the following corollaries.Corollary 1. Let �0 6= �1 and 0 < � < 1. Then, for any Banach couple (X0; X1),[X0; X0 \X1]� = G(FL�0 + FL�1 ; FL�1 ; FL(1��)�0+��1 ;X0; X1):Corollary 2. Let �0 6= �1 and 0 < � < 1 and let F be an interpolation method.Then F (X0; X1) � [X0; X1]� for all Banach couples (X0; X1) with X0 � X1, if andonly if F (FL�0 + FL�1 ; FL�1) � FL(1��)�0+��1 :Corollary 2 thus shows that if C+� (X0; X1) � [X0; X1]� fails for any couple(X0; X1), then it fails for (FL�0 + FL�1 ; FL�1).4. Further commentsThe interpolation method C+� is probably not of much practical use, but letus nevertheless give a couple of results for it. First, as another example of thepropositions in Section 3, consider the �-method de�ned by Peetre [12]. It wasshown in [7] that this method, there and here denoted by G1, can be characterizedas G(c0;�0 ; c0;�1 ; c0;(1��)�0+�1 ;X0; X1), where c0;� is a weighted version of c0 =f(xn)1�1 : xn ! 0 as jnj ! 1g.It is easily veri�ed (we omit this) that C+� (c0;�0 + c0;�1 ; c0;�1) � c0;(1��)�0+��1 .Proposition 3 thus implies, together with (1.2), the following.Proposition 4. For any Banach couple (X0; X1) such that X0 � X1,G1(X0; X1) � C+� (X0; X1) � [X0; X1]�:In particular, this shows that if (X0; X1) is a Banach couple such that X0 � X1and G1(X0; X1) = [X0; X1]�; (4.1)then [X0; X1]� may be de�ned using X0-valued functions F that are analytic in ahalf-plane or disc, as de�ned in detail in Section 1.



Vol. 00, 0000 COMPLEX INTERPOLATION USING A HALF-PLANE OR DISC 9Remark. One important case when (4.1) holds, pointed out to me by MichaelCwikel, is for a couple of lattices on the same measure space (
;�; �) i.e. whenXj = Yj(C) is the complexi�cation of a Banach lattice Yj of real valued measurablefunctions on 
 for j = 0; 1. This fact has been observed by a number of authors.(Sometimes they impose additional conditions.) For the reader's convenience let uslist some results which can be combined to immediately prove it:(i) the continous inclusion [X0; X1]� � Y 1��0 Y �1 (C) (see [2] section 13.6 (i) p. 125),(ii) the continuous inclusion Y 1��0 Y �1 (C) � G2(X0; X1) (see [11] Lemma 8.2.1 p.453.)The rest of these \ingredients" also hold for arbitrary Banach couples (X0; X1).(iii) the density of X0 \X1 in [X0; X1]� ( [2] p. 116) and the fact that the closureof X0 \X1 in G2(X0; X1) is G1(X0; X1). ([7] Theorem 8 p. 60.)(iv) the continuous inclusion G1(X0; X1) � [X0; X1]�. (See [12] p. 176 or [7] p. 67).The interpolation method C+� can also be represented as an orbit method. De�neP+(xn)1�1 = (xn)10 , the restriction of a doubly in�nite sequence to non-negativeindices, and let FL+� = P+(FL�), equipped with the quotient norm.Proposition 5. Let �0 > �1. Then for any Banach couple (X0; X1),C+� (X0; X1) = G(FL+�0 ; FL+�1 ; FL+(1��)�0+��1 ;X0; X1):Proof. We may assume (1 � �)�0 + ��1 = 0. We use Proposition 1, choosingR0 = e�0 and R1 = e�1 , and thus R� = 1. First, suppose that x = (xn)1�1 is a �nitesequence of complex numbers, i.e. a sequence with all but �nitely many elements0. Then F (z) = (xnzn)10 de�nes an entire analytic function into FL+�0 \FL+�1 andif z = Rjeit, j = 0 or 1, thenkF (z)kFL+�j = k(xneint)10 kFL+ � k(xneint)1�1kFL = k(xn)1�1kFL:Hence F (z) 2 FD(FL+�0 ; FL+�1) with norm � kxkFL, and thus P+x = F (1) 2C+� (FL+�0 ; FL+�1) with norm � kxkFL. The set of all �nite sequences is dense inFL, so by continuity FL+ = P+(FL) � C+� (FL+�0 ; FL+�1);which implies, by the minimality of the interpolation functor G,G(FL+�0 ; FL+�1 ; FL+;X0; X1) � C+� (X0; X1)for every Banach couple (X0; X1).In order to prove the converse, suppose that F 2 FD(X0; X1), and expand Fas a Taylor series F (z) =P10 xkzk, with xk 2 X0 \X1. If (an)1�1 2 FL�0 , then



10 SVANTE JANSON IMCPan = en�0 bf(n) for some f 2 L1(T) and (with X0-valued integrals)12� Z 2�0 f(e�it)F (R0eit) dt = limr%1 12� Z 2�0 f(e�it)F (rR0eit) dt = limr%1 1Xn=0 bf(n)rnRn0xn= limr%1 1Xn=0 rnanxn: (4.2)Hence the mapping T : (an)1�1 ! limr%1P1n=0 rnanxn is a well-de�ned linearmap FL�0 ! X0, andkT ((an)1�1)kX0 � kfkL1 supt kF (R0eit)kX0 � k(an)1�1kFL�0kFkFD :Since Ta obviously depends on P+a only, we can also regard T as a bounded linearmap FL+�0 ! X0.Similarly if (an)10 2 FL+�1 , then an = en�1 bf1(n), n � 0, for some f1 2 L1(T)and, by the same argument as in (4.2),T ((an)10 ) = 12� Z 2�0 f1(e�it)F (R1eit) dt;with the integral convergent in X1. It follows that T :FL+�1 ! X1. ThusT : (FL+�0 ; FL+�1)! (X0; X1);and we see also that kTk � kFkFD . Furthermore, if f 2 L1(T), then by the sameargument again, 12� Z 2�0 f(e�it)F (eit) dt = T (( bf(n))1�1):Thus, if we let f � F denote the X0-valued functionf � F (z) = 12� Z 2�0 f(e�it)F (zeit) dt;and Y = G(FL+�0 ; FL+�1 ; FL+;X0; X1), then by the de�nition of the latter space,f � F (1) = T ( bf) 2 Y with kf � F (1)kY � kfkL1kFkFD : (4.3)It is easily seen that f � F 2 FD(X0; X1) for all f 2 L1(T), and that, if Kndenotes the n:th Fej�er kernel, Kn � F ! F in FD(X0; X1) as n ! 1; moreover,(f � g) �F = f � (g �F ) for all f; g 2 L1(T). De�ne yn = Kn �Kn �F (1). By (4.3),yn 2 Y . Furthermore,yn � ym = (Kn +Km) � (Kn �Km) � F (1)and thus, by (4.3) for (Kn �Km) � F ,kyn � ymkY � kKn +KmkL1k(Kn �Km) � FkFD � 2kKn � F �Km � FkFD ! 0;



Vol. 00, 0000 COMPLEX INTERPOLATION USING A HALF-PLANE OR DISC 11as n;m ! 1. Hence fyng is a Cauchy sequence in Y , so yn ! y 2 Y . ButKn�Kn�F ! F in FD(X0; X1), and thus yn ! F (1) in C+� (X0; X1). ConsequentlyF (1) = y 2 Y , which completes the proof. �Remark. It is also possible to de�ne interpolation methods using harmonic func-tions in a half-plane or disc, see Janson and Peetre [9]. The resulting interpolationspaces contain the ones given by analytic functions, and are in general larger.For harmonic interpolation, we do not know if the half-plane and and disc ver-sions always yield the same interpolation spaces, or even if the disc interpolationspaces are independent of the ratio R0=R1 as in the analytic case, cf. Proposition1. For the disc version, with �xed R0 = e�0 and R1 = e�1 , the following analoguesof the results above hold. (We omit the proofs.)First, a somewhat more complicated version of the argument in Section 2 showsthat, at least for the disc version, the harmonic interpolation space for the couple(FL�0 + FL�1 ; FL�1) does not contain the standard complex method space.Furthermore, the method has an orbit description as G(A�0 ; A�1 ; A�� ;X0; X1),where A� = f(an)1�1 : (e��jnjan)1�1 2 FLg.An argument similar to the one in Section 2 shows that for the couple (A�0 ; A�1),the standard complex method space does not contain the harmonic interpolationspace. Consequently, even assuming X0 � X1, the harmonic method and thestandard complex method are not comparable.Finally, the harmonic method space is included in the one given by Ovchinnikov'smethod �u [10], denoted by H1 in [7]. It follows that for `tame' couples, theharmonic and analytic disc methods coincide with the standard complex method.5. Appendix:ANOTHER CASE WHERE C+� (X0; X1) = [X0; X1]�.by Michael CwikelHere we consider couples (X0; X1) which can be obtained by \one sided reitera-tion".Theorem 5.1. Let (X0; X1) be a Banach couple satisfying X1 � X0. Suppose thatthere exists another Banach space B such that (X0; B) forms a Banach couple andsuch that X1 = [X0; B]� for some � 2 (0; 1):Then C+� (X0; X1) = [X0; X1]� for all � 2 (0; 1):Proof. Let (Y0; Y1) be the Banach couple obtained by setting Y0 = X1 and Y1 =



12 SVANTE JANSON IMCPX0, and let � = 1� �. I.e. we have Y0 � Y1 andY0 = [B; Y1]� (5:2)(We introduce Y0 and Y1 and � because this is the easiest way of adaptingour original version of this proof, which was written without access to a de�nitiveversion of the previous sections of this paper, to the format of the notation used inthose sections.)The proof of this theorem amounts to showing that [X0; X1]� � C+� (X0; X1) forall � 2 (0; 1). This is of course equivalent to showing that[Y0; Y1]� � C+1��(Y1; Y0) for all � 2 (0; 1): (5:3)We may suppose without loss of generality that B\Y1 is dense in B, since if notwe can simply replace B by B� = [B; Y1]0, the closure of B\Y1 in B, which satis�es[B�; Y1]� = [B; Y1]�. (Cf. [2] Paragraph 9.3 p. 116.) It follows immediately from(5.2) that kakY0 � kak1��B kak�Y1for every a 2 B \ Y1. But since also kakY1 � C kakY0 for some constant C, wededuce that kakY0 � C�=(1��) kakB for all such a. Using the density of B \ Y1in B we deduce that the previous estimate holds for all a 2 B and so obtain thecontinuous embedding B � Y0: (5:4)By [2] Paragraph 9.3 p. 116, the spaces [B; Y1]1 and [Y0; Y1]1 are the completionsof B and of Y0 respectively in Y1. Since B = B \ Y1 is dense in Y0, it follows that[B; Y1]1 = [Y0; Y1]1. Applying [2] Paragraph 9.3 p. 116 once more, we have that[Y0; [Y0; Y1]1]� = [Y0; Y1]� and so [Y0; Y1]� = [[B; Y1]�; [B; Y1]1]�. Applying thereiteration formula (see [3] p. 1005) to this latter space we deduce that[Y0; Y1]� = [B; Y1](1��)�+�: (5:5)Let us now consider an arbitrary �xed element a 2 [Y0; Y1]�. By (5.5) it canbe represented in the form a = g1 ((1� �)�+ �) for some g1 2 FS(B; Y1). Nowlet g2(z) = g1 ((1� z)�+ z). Then g2 is a continuous and bounded B + Y1 = Y1valued function on the strip Re z 2 [ ��1�� ; 1] and it is analytic in the interior of thisstrip. Furthermore g2(�) = a and the restrictions of g2 to the lines Re z = ��1��and Re z = 0 are continuous bounded B valued and [B; Y1]� = Y0 valued functionsrespectively.The next step will be to use the construction de�ned in [3] p. 1008. (Cf. also theproof of Proposition 1 above.) This enables us to construct from g2 a new functiong3 which has all the properties listed above for g2 and also the additional propertythat g3(z +2�i) = g3(z) for all z in the strip Re z 2 [ ��1�� ; 1] . (The functions w(z)and e�(z��)2 which were used in that construction on the strip Re z 2 [0; 1] of coursealso satisfy estimates of the required form on the wider strip which we need here.)



Vol. 00, 0000 COMPLEX INTERPOLATION USING A HALF-PLANE OR DISC 13Now we de�ne yet another continuous and bounded Y1 valued function g4, this timeon the annulus jzj 2 [e��=(1��); e] by setting g4(z) = g3(log z). Here, because ofthe 2�i periodicity of g3, the choice of branch of log z is irrelevant. Clearly g4 isanalytic in the interior of the annulus, and furthermore its restrictions to each ofthe three circles of radius  := e��=(1��), 1 and e respectively are continuous mapsinto the Banach spaces B, Y0 and Y1 respectively.It will be convenient, for each r > 0, to let Cr denote the circle jzj = r orientedin the anticlockwise direction. We can now introduce the functiong5(z) = g4(z) + 12�i �ZC g4(�)� 1� � z � 1� � e�� d�� : (5:6)Obviously g5(e�) = a. Furthermore, since the integral in (5.6) is a continuous Bvalued function of z in the region jzj >  and is also analytic in that region, wededuce that g5 is a continuous Y1 valued function on the annulus jzj 2 [1; e] and isanalytic in its interior. Furthermore the restrictions of the g5 to the circles C1 andCe are continuous maps into Y0 and Y1 respectively. By Cauchy's integral formulawe also have, whenever jzj 2 (; e), thatg5(z) = 12�i  ZCe g4(�)� � z d� � ZC g4(�)� � e� d�! :But the formula on the right de�nes an analytic Y1 valued function in the diskjzj < e.Let us now de�ne FD(Y1; Y0) = FD(X0; X1) as in Section 1, for the particularchoice of radii R1 = 1 and R0 = e. The preceding discussion shows that g5 ex-tends to a function in FD(Y1; Y0). Consequently, by Proposition 1, a = g5(e�) =g5(R�0R1��1 ) is an element of C+1��(Y1; Y0). This establishes (5.3) and so completesthe proof of the theorem. �Remark. The norms kakC+� (X0;X1) and kak[X0;X1]� must of course be equivalent.By making obvious appropriate norm estimates at each step of the above proof itis possible to show that the constants of equivalence of these norms depend onlyon �, � and the norms of the continuous embeddings of B into X0 and X1.Remark. The preceding theorem shows that the scale of spaces used in the counterexample of Section 2 provides an apparently new example of a scale of complex inter-polation spaces which cannot be continued beyond a certain value of the parameter.Other examples of related phenomena have been considered by Kalton [??], by N.and V. Zobin [13] and also by Zafran (see the Appendix on pp. 297-298 of [8]).For a discussion of a related phenomenon, where the continuation of the scaleexists but is not unique, see [8] pp. 295-297.In view of Theorem 11 of [5] pp. 273{274 (cf. also Theorem 10 on p. 272)this \non-continuability" of the complex interpolation scale for the Banach cou-ple (FL�0 +FL�1 ; FL�1) suggests the possibility that an appropriate modi�cation
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